Changes after transformation from a specialized surgical unit to a general mixed intensive care unit.
We report the transition of a specialized surgical intensive care unit to a general mixed intensive care unit (ICU) and its influence on immediate outcome and performance data of the surgical population before and after the reorganization. All consecutive patients (2420 admissions) entering the surgical intensive care unit, period 2004-2007. After the year 2005, all specialized units were combined into 3 general mixed units. Our population on the former surgical unit changed from mostly surgical patients to a mixed general ICU population, which comprises mostly of cardiac surgery patients. We saw better results in all overall outcome domains (ICU mortality, length of stay, and percentage of ICU readmissions). The ICU standardized mortality ratio remained the same. Surgical patients' outcome did not improve, nor did it decrease after the organizational change. Organizational changes from a surgical ICU to a general mixed unit can have profound influences on performance data. Crude ICU outcome improved after the reorganization. Nevertheless, ICU standardized mortality ratio did not change.